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Lesson 33: Polygons
Prerequisite Concepts: Basic geometric terms
About the Lesson: This lesson is about polygons. Included in the discussion areits parts, classifications, and properties involving the sum of themeasures of the interior and exterior angles of a given polygon.
Objective:In this lesson; you are expected to:1. Define a polygon.2. Illustrate the different parts of a polygon.3. State the different classifications of a polygon.4. Determine the sum of the measures of the interior and exterior angles ofa convex polygon.
I. Lesson ProperWe first define the term polygon. The worksheet below will help usformulate a definition of a polygon.

Activity 15
Definition of a PolygonThe following are polygons:

The following are not polygons:
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Which of these are polygons?

What is then a polygon?
A. Definition, Parts and Classification of a PolygonUse the internet to learn where the word “polygon” comes from.The word “polygon” comes from the Greek words “poly”, which means“many,” and “gon,” which means “angles.”A polygon is a union of non-collinear segments, the sides, on a plane thatmeet at their endpoints, the vertices, so that each endpoint (vertex) is containedby exactly two segments (sides).Go back to Activity 15 to verify the definition of a polygon.

Polygons are named by writing their consecutivevertices in order, such as ABCDE or AEDCB orCDEAB or CBAED for the figure on the right.
A polygon separates a plane into three sets of points: the polygon itself,points in the interior (inside) of the polygon, and points in the exterior (outside)of the polygon.
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Consider the following sets of polygons:
Set A Set B

Can you state a difference between the polygons in Set A and in Set B?Polygons in Set A are called convex, while the polygons in Set B are non-convex. A polygon is said to be convex if the lines containing the sides of thepolygon do not cross the interior of the polygon.There are two types of angles associated with a convex polygon: exteriorangle and interior angle. An exterior angle of a convex polygon is an angle thatis both supplement and adjacent to one of its interior angles.In the convex polygon ABCDE, A, B, BCD, D,andE are the interior angles, while MCD is anexterior angle.

Consecutive vertices are vertices on the same side of the polygon.
Consecutive sides are sides that have a common vertex. A diagonal is asegment joining non-consecutive vertices.In the polygon ABCDE, some consecutive verticesare A and B, B and C.Some consecutive sides are AE and ED ; AB and

BCSome diagonals are AC and AD .
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The different types of polygons in terms of congruency of parts areequilateral, equiangular and regular. A polygon is equilateral if all its sides areequal; equiangular if all its angles are equal; and regular if it is both equilateraland equiangular.Polygons are named according to the number of sides.
Name of Polygon Number of Sides Name of Polygon Number of sidesTriangle 3 Octagon 8Quadrilateral 4 Nonagon 9Pentagon 5 Decagon 10Hexagon 6 Undecagon 11Heptagon 7 Dodecagon 12

B. Questions to ponder:1. Can two segments form a polygon? If yes, draw the figure. If no, explain why.2. What is the minimum number of non-collinear segments needed to satisfy thedefinition of polygon above?3. Why are the following figures not considered as polygons?
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C. Properties of a Polygon

Activity 16
Number of Vertices and Interior Angles of a PolygonMaterials needed: match sticks, paste or glue, paperConsider each piece of matchstick as the side of a polygon.(Recall the definition of a polygon).Procedure:1) Using three pieces of matchsticks form a polygon. Paste it on a piece of paper.a) How many sides does it have? __ _b) How many vertices does it have? __ _c) How many interior angles does it have? _2) Using four pieces of match sticks form a polygon. Paste it on a piece of paper.a) How many sides does it have? __ _b) How many vertices does it have? __ _c) How many interior angles does it have? _3) Using five pieces of matchsticks form a polygon. Paste it on a piece of paper.a) How many sides does it have? __ _b) How many vertices does it have? __ _c) How many interior angles does it have? _4) Using six pieces of matchsticks form a polygon. Paste it on a piece of paper.a) How many sides does it have? __ _b) How many vertices does it have? __ _c) How many interior angles does it have? _Were you able to observe a pattern? ___ _Complete the sentence below:

A polygon with n sides has number of vertices and number of
interior angles.
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Activity 17
Types of Polygon

Recall:A polygon is _________________________.A polygon is equilateral if ______________________.A polygon is equiangular if __________________________.A polygon is regular if ________________________.
1. Determine if a figure can be constructed using the given condition. If yes, sketch afigure. If no, explain why it cannot be constructed.a)  A triangle which is equilateral but not equiangular.b) A triangle which is equiangular but not equilateralc)   A triangle which is regulard)  A quadrilateral which is equilateral but not equiangular.e) A quadrilateral which is equiangular but not equilateralf)   A quadrilateral which is regular.2. In general,a)  Do all equilateral polygons equiangular? If no, give a counterexample.b)  Do all equiangular polygons equilateral? If no, give a counterexample.c)   Do all regular polygons equilateral? If no, give a counterexample.d)  Do all regular polygons equiangular? If no, give a counterexample.e)  Do all equilateral triangles equiangular?f)   Do all equiangular triangles equilateral?
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No. of sides No. of diagonalsfrom a fixedvertex No. of triangles formed bythe diagonals drawn from afixed vertex Sum of theinteriorangles345678910n

Activity 18
Sum of the Interior Angles of a Convex PolygonMaterials needed: pencil, paper, protractorProcedures:1) Draw a triangle. Using a protractor, determine the measure of its interiorangles and determine the sum of the interior angles.2) Draw a quadrilateral. Then fix a vertex and draw diagonals from thisvertex. Then answer the following:a) How many diagonals are drawn from the fixed vertex?b) How many triangles are formed by this/these diagonal(s)?c) Without actually measuring, can you determine the sum of theinterior angles of a quadrilateral?3) Draw a pentagon. Then fix a vertex and draw diagonals from this vertex.Then answer the following:a) How many diagonals are drawn from the fixed vertex?b) How many triangles are formed by this/these diagonal(s)?c) Without actually measuring, can you determine the sum of theinterior angles of a pentagon?4) Continue this with a hexagon and heptagon.5) Search for a pattern and complete the table below:

6) Complete this: the sum of the interior angles of a
polygon with n sides is ___________________________________.
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Activity 19
The Sum of the Exterior Angles of Polygon1. Given ABC with the exterior angle on each vertex as shown:

Let the interior angles at A, B, C measure a, b, c respectively while the exteriorangles measure d, e, f.Determine the following sum of angles:a + d = _b + e = __ _c + f = _(a + d) + (b + e) + (c + f) = _ __(a + b+ c) + ( d + e + f) = _a + b + c = __ _d + e + f = _2. Given theABCD and the exterior angle at each vertex as shown:

Determine the following sum:a + e = __ _b + f = _ _ _c + g = _d + h(a + e) + (b + f) + (c + g) + (d + h) = _(a + b+ c + d) + ( e + f + g + h) = _a + b + c + d = _e + f + g + h = _The sum of the exterior angles of a quadrilateral is __ .
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3. Do the same thing with convex pentagon, hexagon and heptagon. Thencomplete the following:The sum of the exterior angles of a convex pentagon is __ _.The sum of the exterior angles of a convex hexagon is _ .The sum of the exterior angles of a convex heptagon is __ _.4. What conclusion can you formulate about the sum of the exterior angles of aconvex polygon?
I. Exercise 201. For each regular polygon, determine the measure of an exterior angle.a. quadrilateral b. hexagon c. nonagon2. Determine the sum of the interior angles of the following convexpolygons:a. pentagon b. heptagon c. octagon3. Each exterior angle of a regular polygon measures 20o. Determine thesum of its interior angles.

Summary: In this lesson, we learned about polygon, its parts and the differentclassifications of a polygon. We also performed some activities that helped usdetermine the sum of the interior and exterior angles of a convex polygon.
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Lesson 34: Triangles
Prerequisite Concepts: Polygons
About the Lesson: This lesson is about triangles, its classifications andproperties.
Objective:In this lesson, you are expected to:5. Define and illustrate the different terms associated with a triangle.6. Classify triangles according to their angles and according to their sides. .7. Derive relationships among sides and angles of a triangle.

II. Lesson Proper

A. Terms associated with a TriangleGiven ∆ABC, its parts are the three vertices A, B, C; the three sides AB ,
AC and BC and the three interior angles A,B and C.

We discuss other terms associated with ∆ABC.
Exterior angle – an angle that is adjacent and supplement to one of theinterior angles of a triangle.
Remote interior angles of an exterior angle – Given an exterior angleof a triangle, the two remote interior angles of this exterior angle are the interiorangles of the triangle that are not adjacent to the given exterior angle.

angle. Angle bisector – This is a segment, a ray or a line that bisects an interior
Altitude – This is a segment from a vertex that is perpendicular to theline containing the opposite side.
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Median – This is a segment joining a vertex and the midpoint of theopposite side.
Perpendicular bisector of a side – Given a side of a triangle, aperpendicular bisector is a segment or a line that is perpendicular to the givenside and passes through the midpoint of the given side.

Exercise 21
Parts of a TriangleGiven ABE with AC BE and BD = DE, identify the following parts of thetriangle.

B. The lengths of the sides of a triangle

1) vertices2) sides3) interior angles4) exterior angles5) the remote interior angles of AEI6) the remote interior angles of EBG7) altitude8) median
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Activity 22
Lengths of Sides of a TriangleMaterials Needed: coconut midribs or barbecue sticks, scissors, rulerProcedure:1. Cut pieces of midribs with the indicated measures. There are three pieces ineach set.2. With each set of midribs, try to form a triangle. Complete the table below:Lengths of midribs (in cm) Do they form a triangle or not?3, 3, 73, 3, 54, 6, 104, 6, 95, 5, 105, 5, 86, 7, 116, 7, 94, 7, 124, 7, 103. For each set of lengths, add the two shortest lengths. Then compare the sumwith the longest length.What pattern did you observe? _ _ _ _

C. Classification of TrianglesTriangles can be classified according to their interior angles or accordingto the number of congruent sides.According to the interior angles:
Acute triangle is a triangle with three acute interior angles.
Right triangle is a triangle with one right angle.
Obtuse triangle is a triangle with one obtuse angle.According to the number of congruent sides:
Scalene triangle is a triangle with no two sides congruent.
Isosceles triangle is a triangle with two congruent sides.
Equilateral triangle is a triangle with three congruent sides.
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In an isosceles triangle, the angles opposite the congruent sides are alsocongruent. Meanwhile, in an equilateral triangle, all angles are congruent.
D. Some Properties of a Triangle

Activity 23
Pythagorean Triples1. In a graphing paper, sketch the right triangles with the specified lengths(in cm) of legs. Then measure the hypotenuse. Let x and y be the legs andlet z be the hypotenuse of the triangle.2. Complete the first table.Leg (x) Leg (y) Hypotenuse(z) Leg (x) Leg (y) Hypotenuse(z)3 4 10 246 8 8 159 12 20 215 12 15 203. Compute for x2 , y2 , and z2 , and x2 + y2 and complete the second table.x2 y2 z2 x2 + y2 x2 y2 z2 x2 + y2

4. Compare the values of x2 + y2 with z2. What did you observe?__ _ _ _.5. Formulate your conjecture about the lengths of the sides of a righttriangle.__ _ _
II. Exercise 24A. True or False1. A triangle can have exactly one acute angle.2. A triangle can have two right angles.3. A triangle can have two obtuse interior angles.4. A right triangle can be an isosceles triangle.5. An isosceles triangle can have an obtuse interior angle.6. An acute triangle can be an isosceles triangle.7. An obtuse triangle can be an scalene triangle.8. An acute triangle can be an scalene triangle.9. A right triangle can be an equilateral triangle.10. An obtuse triangle can be an isosceles triangle.
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B. Determine the measure of the angles marked with letters. Lines witharrowheads are parallel.1) 2) 3)

4) 5)

C. Construct the following:7. Construct a triangle whose sides are 5 cm, 8 cm, and 10 cm long.8. Construct ∆PQR such that PQ = 5 cm, QR = 8 cm, and mQ = 60o.9. Construct ∆WXY such that WX = 8 cm, mW = 15o, and mX = 60o.D. Construct 4 different scalene triangles.1. In the first triangle, construct all the perpendicular bisectors of thesides.2. In the second triangle, construct all the angle bisectors.3. In the third triangle, construct all the altitudes.4. In the fourth triangle, construct a line passing through a vertex andparallel to the opposite side of the chosen vertex.
III. Question to ponder:Try to construct a triangle whose sides are 4 cm, 6 cm and 11 cm.What did you observe? Could you explain why?
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IV. Discuss the following properties of a triangle:1. The perpendicular bisectors of the sides of a triangle are concurrent ata point. This point is called the circumcenter of the given triangle.2. The medians of a triangle are concurrent at a point. This point is calledthe centroid of the given triangle.3. The interior angle bisectors of a triangle are concurrent at a point. Thispoint is called the incenter of the given triangle.4. The altitudes of a triangle are concurrent at a point. This point is calledthe orthocenter of the given triangle.
V. SummaryIn this lesson, we learned about triangles, its parts and its properties. Theconstruction is used to illustrate some properties of a triangle involving theperpendicular bisectors of its sides, medians, bisectors of its interior angles andits altitudes.
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Lesson 35: Quadrilaterals
Prerequisite Concepts: Polygons
About the Lesson: This lesson is about the quadrilateral, its classifications andproperties.
Objective:In this lesson, you are expected to:8. Classify quadrilaterals9. State the different properties of parallelogram.
I. Lesson Proper

A. Learning about quadrilateralsA quadrilateral is a polygon with four sides.1. Some special quadrilaterals:
Trapezoid is a quadrilateral with exactly one pair of opposite sides parallel toeach other. The parallel sides are called the bases, while the non-parallel sidesare called the legs.If the legs of a trapezoid are congruent (that is, equal in length), then thetrapezoid is an isosceles trapezoid. Consequently, the base angles arecongruent, and the remaining two angles are also congruent.
Parallelogram is a quadrilateral with two pairs of opposite sides parallel toeach other.
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Exercise 25. Angles in QuadrilateralFind the angles marked with letters. (Note: Figures are not drawn to scales.)1) 6)

2) 7)
3) 8)

4) 9)

5) 10)
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Given vertices Possible fourth vertexA (2, 3), B (2, -3), C (4, 2)E (-8, 3), F(-2, 5), G(-4, 1)H(-3, 7), I(-6, 5), J(-1, 4)K(6, 3), L(7, 5), M(2, 6)N(6, -3), O(2, -4), P(5, -7)

s

A. On Parallelograms

Activity 26
Vertices of a ParallelogramUsing a graphing paper, plot the three given points. Then find the threepossible points for the fourth vertex so that the figure formed is aparallelogram. Sketch the figure.

B. On Properties of a Parallelogram

Activity 27Materials: Pair of scissors, ruler, cardboards or papersProcedures:A. Prepare five models of parallelograms. (Or use the attached sketch ofparallelograms.)Name the parallelogram a ABCD.1. For the first parallelogram: cut the parallelogram into two so that youcan compare A and C;B and D. What do you observe?
Opposite angles of a parallelogram are ___ _ .2. For the second parallelogram: cut the angles and arrange any twoconsecutive angles about a point. What do you observe about the sumof any two consecutive angles of a parallelogram?
Consecutive angles of a parallelogram are _____ _.3. For the third parallelogram: cut the figure along the diagonal AC.Compare the two triangles formed. Can they be coincided with eachother?
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Forthefourthpa
rallelogram: cut the figure along the diagonal BD. Compare the twotriangles formed. Can they be coincided with each
In both parallelograms, what do you observe about the trianglesformed by the diagonals?

Diagonals of a parallelogram divide the parallelogram into ___ _ _.4. For the fifth parallelogram: cut the figure along the two diagonals.Then compare the partitioned diagonals. How did one diagonal dividethe other diagonal?
Diagonals of a parallelogram _ _ _ .
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Special Properties of Rectangle, Square, Rhombus

Materials: two sets of models of rectangles, squares, rhombus. Name each asABCD. (see attached sheet for the models)Procedure:1.) Cut the rectangle along the diagonal AC. What type/s of triangle(s) is/areformed?2.) Cut the rhombus along the diagonal AC. What type/s of triangle(s) is/areformed?3.) Cut the square along the diagonal AC. What type/s of triangle(s) is/areformed?
In which parallelogram does the diagonal divide the parallelogram into two
congruent right triangles? ___ _ _

4.) In each figure, draw diagonals AC and BD and let the intersection be pointO. In each figure, measure the lengths of the diagonals.
In which parallelogram are the diagonals congruent? _ _5.) In each figure, draw diagonals AC and BD and let the intersection be pointO. Then measure AOD,DOC,COB,BOA. What do you observe?
In which parallelogram are the diagonals perpendicular? _6.) From the results of # 4-5, complete the statements below:
Diagonals of a rhombus are .

Diagonals of a rectangle are .

Diagonals of a square are ____ _ .
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Discussion:Properties of a parallelogram:1. Opposite angles of a parallelogram are congruent.2. Consecutive angles of a parallelogram aresupplementary.3. Diagonals of a parallelogram divide the parallelogram into two congruenttriangles.4. Diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other.5. A diagonal of a rectangle divides the rectangle into two congruent righttriangles. A diagonal of a square divides the square into two congruentisosceles right triangles.6. Diagonals of a rectangle arecongruent.7. Diagonals of a rhombus areperpendicular.8. Diagonals of a square are both congruent and perpendicular.

SummaryIn this lesson, we learned about quadrilaterals and the different types ofquadrilaterals.. We also learned about parallelogram and its properties.
Answers:
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Lesson 36: Circles

Prerequisite Concepts: Distance, angle measures
About the Lesson: Students have been introduced to circles as early as Grade 1,and they may easily recognize circles from a drawing, even withoutknowing how points on the circle are defined. This lesson extendsstudents’ visual understanding of circles by introducing them to itsmathematical definition. Definitions of terms related to the circle alsodeveloped.
Objective:In this lesson; you are expected to:3. Define a circle and its parts.4. Apply the definition to solve problems.
Lesson Proper:

A. Circles
I. ActivityDraw a point somewhere in the middle of a sheet of paper. Now, using a ruler,mark 20 other points that are 5 cm from the first point. Compare your workwith that of your seatmates. What shape do you recognize?You can probably recognize circles even when you were young. When you hearthe word circle, round shapes may come to your mind. Now, we will learn howcircles are shaped  this way. In the activity above, you saw  that points thatpoints that are the same distance from a fixed point yields a round shape.
Definitions: A circle is the set of all points that arethe same distance from a fixed point. This fixedpoint is called the center of the circle. A segmentdrawn from any point on the circle to the center iscalled a radius.

Note: A circle is named by its center. The circle atthe right is called Circle O.
II. Questions to Ponder1. Why do all radii (plural of radius) of a circle have the same length? Because
from the definition, all points on the circle is the same distance from its
center. Thus, all radii have the same length.
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2. Which the following figures are circles?
None of the three are circles. The shape on the right may look like a circle,
but by definition, only those points that are the same distance from the
center are parts of the circle. Points inside the circle are closer to the center
than points on the circle are, so they should not be part of the circle.3. Your grandfather told you that when he was young, he and his playmatesburied some old coins under the ground, thinking that these coins will bevaluable after several years. He also remembered that these coins were buriedexactly 4 kilometers from Tree A (see map) and  5 kilometers from Tree B.Where could the coins possibly be located? Construct a circle with radius 4 cm
centered at A and another circle with radius 5 cm centered at B. The
intersection points of these two circles are possible locations of the coins.
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B. Terms Related to Circles
I. ActivityOn Circle O, segments AD, BF, CG, and
HE were constructed so that theirendpoints are points on the circle.

Measure each segment, anddetermine which of these segmentsis the longest.

Find the measure of
APB below.

The activity above introduced you to other parts of a circle.A chord is a segment that connects any two points of a circle. AD, BF, CG, and HEare chords of Circle O.A diameter is a chord that passes through the center of a circle. BF is adiameter of Circle O. It is the longest chord of a circle and it is twice the length ofa circle’s radius.A central angle is an angle whose vertex is on the circle’s center, and whosesides intersect the circle at two points. APB is a central angle of Circle P.
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An arc is a portion of a circle determinedby a central angle. Arc AB is an arc of Circle
P.
II. Points to Ponder1. Determine whether each statement istrue or false.a. Two radii always have the samelength.b. Two chords always have the samelength.c. All chords are diameters.d. All diameters are chords.e. All chords intersect at one point.f. A radius is not a chord.g. All diameters intersect at one point.2. On Circle O,a. name each radius.b. name each diameter.c. name each chord.d. name each central angle.e. name the arcs subtended by the central angles in (d).
3. Using a compass, draw a circle whose radius is 5 cm. Then draw the followingobjects. Write “impossible” if the object cannot be drawn.a. One chord measuring 2 cm.b. One chord measuring 10 cm.c. One chord measuring 12 cm.d. Three radii measuring 5 cm.e. One central angle measuring 90.f. One central angle measuring 135.g. One arc subtended by an angle that measures 35.h. Three adjacent central angles, each measuring 100.


